
MENTAL HEALTH 

CHECK IN WEEK 

PARTNERS
 

The Association for Mental Health in Mining have teamed up with

ONE MILLION LIVES to bring you The Resources Industry Mental

Health Check-In.

The Mental Health Check-in , October 11-15, 2021 for mental health

week is aimed at encouraging & empowering organisations and their

employees , to check-in on their mental health , using the OML Mental

Health Check-in tool. 

Our aim is to have 5,000 people across the resources industry take 

5 minutes during pre-start and onsite team meetings to complete the

OML Mental Health Check-in. 

WHAT IS THE CHECK IN WEEK ABOUT?

 

WHAT IS THE OML CHECK IN TOOL?

The One Million Lives initiative is a shared vision by Jacobs and 

 Australian Psychologist Peta Slocombe . It allows users to complete a

7min Full Check in , from which they 'll receive a private score & report

detailing the current state of their mental health . It is for people who

are well , people who might be struggling , and everyone in between .

Users are not asked for their name, email, company or site,

ensuring results are completely private. 



WHAT DO WE WANT IN A PARTNER?

We want to partner with organisations in the resources sector who are

ready to contribute to preventative mental health initiatives , taking a

stand for the mental health of their people , as leaders in this space .

WHAT IS EXPECTED OF OUR PARTNERS?

Starting October 11 , our partners will run their workforce through a

5 minute mental health check-in , during their dayshift , nightshift

pre-starts and onsite team meetings .

Take photos and videos of your teams going through the check in ,

to post across Linkedin and other social platforms . 

Provide us with logos to utilise for marketing and media .

Promote your organisations involvement in the check in day .

There is no financial commitment required , although donations will

be welcomed . 

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?

This is the first preventative mental health initiative in the

resources sector . It is an opportunity to give all of us our own private

dashboard and program instead of waiting until people struggle . 

 Achieving our aim of 5000 people will provide the industry with the

data to identify the core concerns , then  create remedies for those

specific issues . It also sends our crews a loud message that there is no

shame in checking on our mental health .

The organisations that choose to partner with us will be the leaders in

preventative mental health , supporting an innovative approach to an

area thats traditionally been difficult to measure and approach .

www.resourcesmentalhealthcheckin.com


